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About Robyn
Money and Business Expert, Robyn Crane is the host of the TV show, The Financial GSpot, the radio show, Let’s Talk Money and #1 International Best Selling Author of
Mind Over Money Management. Her blueprint for financial and business success has
been featured on Fox Business News, The Motley Fool and SavingsAccount.com.
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She’s an engaging and in-demand speaker who is regularly invited to speak at
companies, women’s conferences, chambers of commerce, entrepreneurial groups
and various types of organizations around the country.
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Robyn is on a mission to empower successful and highly influential women, to make
and keep more money, so they can have a bigger impact on the world. Her work helps
these women create greater balance, have more time for themselves, more peace of
mind and a better relationship with their money, so they can live life by design.
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With her experience as a Certified Financial Planner™, coupled with her experience performing around
the country as a singer-songwriter, Robyn captivates and entertains audiences, inspiring them to get in
control of their money and create a life they love.
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Robyn’s proven process has helped thousands of people overcome their money issues and improve
the quality of their lives.
Call: 800-273-1625 or Email: booking@robyncrane.com

ROBYN IN ACTION
To see Robyn in action visit: www.robyncrane.com/speaking.

RobynCrane.com

ENTERTAINING & IN DEMAND
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Audiences immediately fall in love with Robyn as she reveals stories of her own money and business
struggles, using a unique combination of vulnerability and humor. Her easy-to-follow systems and light
hearted demeanor, motivate audiences to get in control of their money and improve the quality of their life.
SPEAKER REEL

DEMO REEL

TV SHOW

RADIO SHOW

LET’S TALK

MONEY
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RADIO SHOW WITH ROBYN CRANE

ARTICLES

IN THE MEDIA
RobynCrane.com

HOT TOPICS
CUSTOM PRESENTATIONS:
Every organization is different. Robyn can tailor her talk specifically for the needs of your group.
RobynCrane.com
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Master Your Money, Accelerate Your Success
How To Recondition New Money Habits
To Breakthrough In Your Business
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Empowering Women in Money & Business
The 6 Step Formula to Attracting More
Clients And Growing Your Ideal Business

Hitting Your Financial G-Spot
How To Increase Your Income
With A Proven Sales System
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The ABC’s of Money Parenting
How to Raise RiCH™ Kids
(Responsible, in Control & Happy)
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Mind Over Money Management
Transform Your Beliefs About Money,
So You Can Have Everything Your Want
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The 5 Money Types
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How To Use The Money Types To
Add Even More Value To Your Clients

*Customized Topic: Available Upon Request

MORE INFORMATION
To determine the best topic for your organization,
to request a one sheet, or to simply book Robyn
Call: 800-273-1625 or Email:
booking@robyncrane.com

for WOMEN Entrepreneurs, BUSINESS OWNERs & PROFESSIONALS
Master Your Money, Accelerate Your Success
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How To Recondition New Money Habits To Breakthrough In Your Business
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•
•
•
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Identify how your beliefs & behaviors about money are hurting your business
Learn the 5 Money Types to dramatically improve your business and your life
Discover the 3 Steps to Get In Control of your money, to grow your business quickly
Uncover your biggest Money Mistakes, so you can protect your most valuable asset

Empowering Women in Money & Business
The 6 Step Formula To Attracting More Clients And Growing Your Ideal Business
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Learn the GO IPO STAT™ system to take your business to the next level
Uncover simple strategies to step into your value and charge what you’re worth
Discover how to use your natural abilities to connect with people to attract more clients
Get motivated to make more money than you’ve ever made before

Hitting Your Financial G-Spot
How To Increase Your Income With A Proven Sales System
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• Identify the 3 Key Beliefs you must have to eﬀectively close sales
• Learn the 4 Step Sales Blueprint to add more value and acquire more clients
• Discover the 6 benchmark questions that will transform your sales conversation into a service
conversation creating goodwill and increased value to your clients.
• Understand how to shorten your sales cycle and sell more consistently and eﬀectively

for WOMEN, MOTHERS & Parents
The ABC’s of Money Parenting
How to Raise RiCH™ Kids (Responsible, in Control & Happy)
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• Identify your own money traps and limiting beliefs and how they keep you from modeling healthy
financial behavior
• Discover the Money MaSK™ system of tracking your money, so you can reach your goals and show
your kids how to do the same
• Master simple techniques to teach your children financial literacy
• Learn how to teach your kids empowering money values

Mind Over Money Management
Transform Your Beliefs About Money, So You Can Have Everything Your Want
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This talk will help you:
• Use the simple Know It To Grow It Money System™, to have clarity and get control of your money
• Shift your disempowering beliefs about money
• Recognize and annihilate unhealthy money habits
• Limit money stress and feel empowered about money
Call: 800-273-1625 or Email: booking@robyncrane.com

RECENT VENUES
A partial list of previous speaking engagements.

RobynCrane.com
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RAVE REVIEWS
“Let me help you root out your money issues—to enrich your relationships and your life.” --Robyn Crane

RobynCrane.com
“Robyn is a dynamic, inspiring speaker with proven techniques for making money work
harmoniously in your life.”
--Beatrice Johnston, NJ, CEO of Brand Excitement
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“Our members left inspired and empowered with tangible concrete
information that they could use to move their entire business forward.”
--Tara Gilvar, Founder of the Organization, BIG:
Believe. Inspire. Grow.

“Great advice, great class, great presentation by an incredible young lady that knows what
she's talking about. Thank you, Robyn!” --Tony & Alia Rhoton, Utah
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“After attending Robyn’s event, I felt like I had won the lottery! Before, I was terrified to sit
down and figure out our net worth, believing we were billions of dollars in the red. But,
Robyn's light hearted approach really brought my guard down. She gave me facts and
knowledge and Robyn being funny was a huge BONUS! If you're open to doing the work,
her insights are absolutely transformative.” --Rochelle Foles, CA
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“Robyn Crane delivers practical, real-world advice with energy and
heart. She is incredibly inspiring and provides amazing, valuable content.”
--Frantz Alphonse, Co-Founder, Senior Managing Director,
and Managing Partner at AP Capital Partners, LLC., Florida

“I never thought talking about money could be done in such a lively, dynamic and fun
way, but Robyn pulled it oﬀ! Robyn tells real life stories - which help grasp the concepts and
make it so easy to relate to. Now, three months after the event, my husband and I are putting
money aside again and finally talking about money in a practical and useful way!”
--Nathalie Nass-Peltier, France
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“Robyn’s program really gets to the heart of one of the most untalked-about problems in
families across America. She helped us stop blaming & start building the future we want
for ourselves and our children.”
-- Elana, Jason & Family, CA

“Thank you for showing us the tools to improve our finances, and for giving us specific
strategies to help develop our business. Without this guidance, we never would have
gotten on the right path towards growing our business and achieving our financial goals.
Thanks so much!!!” -- Jim & Elvira Stark, Owners of JS Interiors

RobynCrane.com

BOOK TODAY!
Connect with Robyn and take your event to the next level.
RobynCrane.com
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CONTACT ROBYN
800-273-1625
booking@RobynCrane.com

ON THE WEB:
Twitter

@robynhcrane

“I look forward to helping you, and
your group - get right on the money.”
-- Robyn Crane

Facebook

facebook.com/moneyandrelationships

LinkedIn

linkedin.com/in/robyncrane

YouTube

youtube.com/RobynHCrane.com

